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Introduction
Involvement of the myocardium in non-infectious myopathies presents in most cases as

systolic dysfunction or a disturbed cardiac rhythm. Dependent on the primary myopathy,

cardiac involvement is more or less frequent demonstrable. We were interested in explo-

ring how often cardiac involvement can be evaluated with various diagnostic techniques in

patients with proven myopathy.

Patients and Methods
We investigated 41 patients with myopathies of various etiology,Including mitochondrial

(n = 24) and congenital myopathies (n = 3), Curshmann-Steinert disease (n = 4), muscular

dystrophy (n = 6), and others (n = 4). Myopathy was proven by muscular biopsy usually from

the bicep. There were 27 female and 13 male patients with an average age of 39 years (range:

13 - 69 years). The principle accompanying diseases were hypertension (n = 6), diabetes

mellitus (n = 6), sarcoidosis (n = 1), and lupus erythematosus (n = 1).

Fatty acid imaging was performed with 15-(p-[I-123]iodophenyl)pentadecanoic acid (DP-

PA) and sequential SPECT-scintigraphy with a 180 deg. rotation starting at the 45 deg.



RAO position. 190 MBq were injected at the maximal stage of a submaximal exercise.
Filtered backprojection and reorientation of the slices were achieved by standard techni-
ques. The quantitative comparison of the oblique slices (bulls-eye technique) of the
SPECT-studies revealed turnover-rates as a qualitative measure of B-oxidation. Serum
levels of lactate (L), pyruvate (P), glucose (G) and triglycerides (TG) were measured at
rest and stress.

Ventricular function was investigated by radionuclide ventriculography (MUGA) at rest
and under stress with Tc-99m labeled red blood cells. In addition, ECG, 24 hour-ECG, and
echocardiography were also performed with standard techniques.

Results
The ribsults are listet in Table 1. The regional fatty acid turnover-rates were compared to

normal values which were reported in a previous study (1). A value was considered

pathologic if it was lower than the normal value minus two standard deviations.
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Anamnesis
finding

palVarrhy.
dys. at ex.
vcr. attks.
red. ex.tol.

ch. p.
pacemaker
syncopes
normal

n(% of (ot)
16(40)
13 (33)
9(22)
7(18)
6 (15)
6(15)
4(10)
6(15)

Clinical Investigation
finding

sys. mur.
hyperten.

arrhy.
sp. 2. h.s.
sys. 3. h.s.

normal

n(%oftot)
6(15)
4(10)
2(5)
2(5)
2(5)

24(60)

ECG
finding

AV-block
inc. RBB

arrhy.
pacemaker

others

normal

n(%oftot)
6(15)
6(15)
5(13)
3(8)
6(15)

18 (45)

24-hour ECG
finding
arrhy.

fr. varr.

normal

n(% of tot)
25(63)
8(20)

10(25)

Echocardiofcraphy
fin ding

(R)MWA
valv.!. d.
dilatation

hypertrophy

n(% of tot)
5(13)
13(33)
3(8)
2(5)

MUGA
finding
pR + nS

nR + pS
pR + pS

• • • • •

(R.S)
n(% of tot)

0(0)
10(25)
8(20)

!PPA-SPECT
turnover

d.p.
r. p.

n(%oftot)
18 (45)
15(38)



I normal 21 (S3) normal 22(55) normal 7(17) [

Table 1. Results of various procedures to diagnose cardiac involvment in 40 patients with systemic myopathies.
n (% of tot): number of patients (% of 40 patients), pal./arrhy.: palpitations/arrhythmias, dys. at. ex.: dyspnoe
at exertion, ver. attks.: vertiginous attacks, red.ex.tol. reduced exercise tolerance, ch. p.: chest pain, sys.mur.:
systolic murmur, hyperten.: hypertension, sp. 2. h.s.: splitted second heart sound, sys. 3. h.s.: systolic third heart
sound, inc. RBB: incomplete right bundle branch block, fr. varr.: frequency variations, (R)WMA: (regional)
wallmotion abnormality, valv. h. d.: valvular heart disease, MUG A: R: rest, S: stress, n: normal, p: pathologic
[(R);viWA, EF <50%, inadequate EF-response], d. p. disseminated pathologic (whole left ventricle), r. p.
regionally pathologic.

Figure 1A shows the oblique slices of the IPPA-SPECT of a 35 year old patient with a

carnitin-palmitoyl transferase deficcency and the turnover rates of the bull's-eye analysis

(Fig. IB).

The fatty acid competing substrates did not raise significantly during exercise (L at rest:

1.2±0.8 nmol/1, at stress: 1.9±0.9 nmol/1, p > 0.5; P at rest: 62±21 /^mol/, at stress: 66±29

/*mol/l, p>0.5). G and TG remained unchanged. One patient had an increased L-serum

level even at rest (5.1 nmol/1) and thus showed a globally depressed fatty acid oxidation in

the left ventricle. This patient was excluded from further analysis.

Discussion
Our results show that there is a close relationship between a disturbed myocardial fi-oxi-
dation traced with IPPA and the bioptic diagnosis of systemic myopathy.

Patients with myopathies are a heterogenous patient population regarding the prognosis

of the diseases. Congenital myopathies have generally a good prognosis despite their initial

manifestation in childhood whereas the time course of the mitochondria! forms like the
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Kearns-Sayre-Shy disease, MELAS-syndrome or carnitin-palmitoyi transferase deficency

is limited to cardiac involvement. To date there is no reliable diagnostic tool which meets

the specific pathogenetic mechanism of these diseases, which is supported by our data.

Although a high likelyhood (85%) of cardiac involvment in our patients is anamnestically

obvious, no standard diagnostic procedure revealed a result in the same range.

Because the fatty acid scintigraphy was pathologic in 83%, IPPA-SPECT might be able to

provide a sensitive diagnostic method especially since there was a 99% relationship of

anamnestic and scintigraphic cardiac involvement. The pathophysiologic specificity is

obvious in the myopathies of mitochondrial etiology, because the described metabolic

defects (2) affect the catabolism of IPPA in the sense that it is preferably esterified in the

triglyceride storage pool rather than undergoing mitochondrial oxidation. In the other

forms the cause of a depressed fi-oxidation is less clear. A reduced oxygen consumption is

possible (3) or an affected mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation (4). But it is still under

controversal discussion if the development of a cardiac myopathy is linked to -\ cj iosolic or

mitochondrial metabolic defect.
r

In lack of a gold standard we were not able to calculate the statistical specificity of

IPPA-SPECT to diagnose cardiac involvement in patients with systemic myopathies. In the

long-term follow up of our patients we might be able to answer this question, as well as to

reveal prognostic factors.

The pathologic results of the fatty acid studies were not due to elevated serum levels of the

fatty acid competing substrates lactate or pyruvate. This is important since an increased

lactate serum level would lead to erroneous results (5).

In conclusion, IPPA-SPECT is a sensitive indicator of cardiac involvement in patients with

systemic myopathies and is, at least in the mitochondrial forms, a pathognomonic imaging

procedure in these diseases.



systemic myopathies and is, at least in the mitochondria! forms, a pathognomonic imaging

procedure in these diseases.
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Figure 1A. Oblique slices of the IPPA-SPECT of a 35 year old patient with a carnitin-
palmitoyl transferase deficency. Homogenous uptake is obvious in the early and late
slices.
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Figure IB. Turnover rates of
the bull's-eye analysis of the
same patient as in Fig. 1A.
Values are pathologic for the
whole left ventricle (dissemi-
nated).
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